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JOHNSONIAN
More money?

College loans
baffle students
by Amanda Stanford
Staff Writer
There's a certain amount
of panic attached to the price
tag ofa college education when
it comes to paying the bill.
It can be minimal in some
cases, but in others it can be
overpov.ering. Ofall the ways
to pay for college, including
scholarships, loans and savings - loans seem to be increasing in number every
year.
"The national trend is now
that loan amounts are increasing while grant awards are
decreasing," said Dia
Frierson, director of the financial resource center.
In the 1991-92 school
term, 49 percent of Winthrop
University undergraduates
received financial aid of some
kind.
This was 6 percent above
the national average.
However, of the money
given out in the form of federal financial aid, almost percent was given out in the form

of a loan.
"My biggest concern is that
sometimes students don't realize how difficult it is to pay
these loans back," Frierson
said.

Student

reactions

Knowing that college was
paid for seemed to make some
students more willing to put
t worrying about how much
they were going to have to pay
until after graduation.
"I guess its just a big bill
Photo by Rob Ouzts
I'm going to have to pay after
college, and I don't really know
if I'm going to be able to pay it The parking lot across the street from Thomson, which used to serve Max's Mexican Eatery
has become a new favorite parking spot for many Winthrop students. The site may be
if I can't find a job," said Junior
replacing the p i t , behind Dinkins, where freshman are typically parked on weekdays.
Cleo White, a Stafford loan recipient.
Other students felt a little
bit more confident about their
ability to pay off their loan after college.
T m not really worried
about paying off my loan beby Janet A. Brindle
in its category. This places "America's Best College Valcause I know it (S.C Teacher's
News Editor
Winthrop well within the top ues."
Loan) will getcanceledifl teach
Prestige. National recog- 15 percent of 147 comparable
This name,. Winthrop as a
after graduation," Susan nition. Achance to brag a little. colleges and universities in the top value for "sticker prices,"
These are all items that southeastern 12-state area.
which are based on a student
President Anthony J. payingfull rate for room, board
See LOANS, pg. 4 colleges and universities
around the country strive for DiGiorgio said "Speaking on and tuition. The university is
every year.
behalf of everyone at the insti- also named as a "value" which
This year Winthrop Uni- tution, I can say that we are describes charges to a student
versity received its third chance always pleased when the value receiving a financial package.
to do so by being named in U.S. of Winthrop's programs are These two lists only had 10
News and World Report's most affirmed by outside organiza- names each.
PLUS Perkins ~ recent listing of'America's Best tions, particularly one as well
This reflects last year' s
College Values" and in the cat- respected as U.S. News and inclusion in Barron's Best Buys
egory of top "Southern regional World Report." in College Education, which
universities."
Additionally, Winthrop is highlighted schools with an
Winthrop was named 18th included in the new U. S. News
among the top 20 universities and World Report guide called
See RANKING, pg. 5

U.S. News and World Report
gives Winthrop high marks

How much do you know about
the interest rates on your loan?
Stafford

5%

(constant)

Yearly

by Alvln McEwen

C^News / 1 - 5
QOpinion / 6 - 7
(^Announcements/ 7

way the Board of Trustees or- of cars and university vans that
dered every department head faculty, staff and students
In Tillman, administrators to reduce their budgets.
rented out when they go on
have also dealt with the budHe also added his depart- trips. McKee said his departget cuts.
ment reduced its budget by ment is now renting cars from
"Me and the department eliminating building mainte- a private agency over a test
heads in my division looked at nance personnel and custodial period before deciding to take
what cuts could be made and staff.
that course.
what the impact of those cuts
"We could save $40,000 by
Dr. Patricia Cormier, vice
could be," said J. P. McKee, eliminatingthe motor pool and president of academic affairs,
vice president of Business and renting vehicles from a private said the cuts have caused limFinance.
car company," McKee said.
See BUDGET, pg. 4
McKee said this was the .
The motor pool was a fleet

News Writer

6.94% 7.34%

INSIDE

Administration not exempt
from effects of budget cuts

(^Special Feature/ 8-9
c^Fine Arts/14
^Entertainment /10 -11 (^Classifieds /16
OSports/12 -13

Ghosts and goblins alert:
Look on pages 8 and 9 for
a trick or a treat!
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Area businesses complain
of competition from Dinkins
by Denlse Stubbs

students. Instead, an outside the whole situation is unfair to
News Writer
source was brought in to pro- students.
Charlie RufFalo, owner of vide food service for the stuArdaiolo explained that the
Sub Station II, was formerly a dents.
food service contract goes
targe supporter of Winthrop
RufFalo said that when the through the state every five
University. Due to strained idea for Sub Station II to accept
years and that ARA won the
relations with the administra- meal cards was proposed,
bid two and one-halfyears
tion, this is no longer so.
Frank Ardaiolo, assistant di- He went on to say that ARA
Four years ago, Epicure rector of student life, said no
brought in Pizza Hut, Dunkin
handled food services on cam- because the restaurant was too
Donuts, Columbo Yogurt, Ben
pus. RufFalo said that Epicure far from the residence halls.
& Jerry's Ice Cream, and Subapproached him with an offer RufFalo said thatthis makes no
way.
that would have saved the uni- sense to him because Dinkins
All of these are branded
versity money had the idea is further from most of the resifood concepts, a program that
been implemented.
dence halls than his restau- is being installed in colleges
RufFalo said that Epicure rant is.
and uiiiversities everywhere
asked if he would accept meal
When asked about the vaSub Station II is not the
cards at his restaurant and he lidity of this comment, Ardaiolo
only restaurant to be affected
said yes.
denied having made it.
by Dinkins
RufFalo also said he ofFered
According to Ruffalo's
Sandra Miller, assistant
to pay for the hardware that records, he has become more
manager of operations at
would have been required for competitive because the openBurger King, said that she has
the meal cards to have been ing ofDinkins claimed approxinoticed a lot of Winthrop stuaccepted at Sub Station II. Ac- mately 90 percent of student
dents late at night, but not
cording to RufFalo, the admin- business.
many during the day.
istration said no to the proBy running a special offer
Jackie Crawford, assistant
posal.
for Winthrop students this manager at Hardee's, has also
RufFalo said that he feels term, Ruffalo said that he has
noticed that they are no longer
that the situation showsa"bla- recaptured 30-40percent ofstuPhoto by Amy Powell
servingas many Winthrop stutant lack of disregard of stu- dent business.
Catering chef Chuck Hurst prepares a meal for the
dents as they have in the past. [dinnertime crowd In Thomson Cafeteria.
dents' and local businesses'
RufFalo said that he is "very However, because there are
welfare."
disappointed with the admin- nowfiveHardee's in Rock Hill,
He said he feels that local istration because of the lack of
she does not know if Dinkins or
businesses should have been dialogue."
more Hardee's restaurants is
given a chance to serve the
He also said that he feels the cause for this.

cafeteria scores high
with national health
Outdoor development center and safety inspectors
by Denlse Stubbs
News Writer
Although there are many
complaints about Thomson,
said.
the cafeteria is in compliance
Conant said students who
with all health and Occupaare going through the course
tional Safety and Health Adas part of a class are not
ministration (OSHA) regulacharged.
tions.
Any other time, he said,
Thomson has received "A"
the cost depends on the numratings since 1991, when ARA
ber of students and th e amount
gained control of food services
of time they want to take going
and Mike Bellefeuil became
through the course!
director of dining services.
He also said corporations
The last rating Thomson
have been charged up to $100
received was a numerical
daily to use the course and corscore of 92 on a 100 point
porations from as far as New
scale. Dinkins Snack Bar reYork, Florida and Wisconsin
ceived a score of 97 and the
have used the ropes course.
Lodge received a 99. All food
Much of the money from
service branches on campus
the course goes to pay the workwere graded or. Sanitation and
ers who guide the groups
food handling.
through the course, Conant.
Bellefeuil said what stuSome of the money also goes to
dents see as a problem and
education salaries, he said.
what the health department
sees as a problem are usually

provides unity for students

Altfin H n T . . . .
Alvin
McEwen
News Writer
Scaling a high wall, falling
off a high mount and trusting
fellow classmates to catch you.
All sound like maneuvers one
has to dc in army basic training.
In reality, these are all stations on the ropes course and
many Winthrop students have
gone through it in his or her
freshman year.
The ropes course is an outdoor development center across
the road from The Shack that
resembles a toned down ob-

stacle course. Most students
participate in the ropes course
as a part of their freshman
Critical Issues Symposium
class or within student groups
who participate in team building activities.
Steve Conant, director of
the outdoor development center, said the ropes course is for
use by students and the local
community. He said it is set up
to be challenging and team
building.
"It's a bonding experience
with groups because it makes
communication easier," Conant

All Winthrop s t u d e n t s
a n d faculty

$25°o Perm
With This Coupon
at the Aristocrat Hair Salon in Loves Plaza.
O f f e r good w i t h Melissa M u r p h y only.
15 y e a r s e x p e r i e n c e .

329-2918,'

b u y any Hoagie Get
2nd forl/2 price

nam

KSmffnHOAGIE
(of equal or lesser value)
With coupon only
Offer
expires n/03/93
11/03/93
wiier expires
Open 7 Days. •
5 324-3000
10% off With
" l
7finrHPRPV DHAn
student ID
Located across •
^ / W ^ K H Y R O A D f r o m the Commons^

Interested
in selling
ads to area
merchants?

Call
3419
for details.

two different things
The health department
looks to see that the food
being stored and prepared
properly, while students look
to see that countertops, tables
and floors are kept perfectly
clean.
Sanitation is an ongoing
problem at Thomson. The
tables and . the kitchen are
cleaned after every meal
Bellefeuil said because
Thomson is a bigger facility,
then there are more things
that can go wrong
Some of the cooks are
trained in food preparation
Staff that are not trained ir.
this way are given various
other positions, including
work on the serving lines.
"We know we are going to
have problems," Bellefeuil
said. "Ifa problem does occur,
then the student should see
manager at that time.

New Location

NOW OPEN

25

Movies &
New Releases
Hours: M-TH 10-10; F-Sat 10-11
Sun 1:30-10
(DM 0M ToiKton N«al BuMng)

1012 W. Oakland Ave.

366-8500

2-Day Rental
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BBC's editor
to hold forum
The British Broadcasting
Corporation is described as "The university is delighted to
offer students and citizens of
running the radio station for
the Metrolina area the opporthe world. And on Nov. 4 Wintunity
to meet and hear these
throp University will get the
outstandingjournalists and imopportunity to learn how the
portant observers of the world
BBC works.
scene. With an audience ofover
Ernest Warburton, editor 120 million, the BBC is a powof the BBC World Service, Lonerful opinion shaper in the
don and Jan ZifF, BBC's State world."
Department correspondent in
Warburton has been ediWashington will held two discussions about the BBC on Nov. tor of the BBC World Service's
global
24-hour-a-day English
4 in 101 Johnson HalJ.
language network since 1990.
The first, which will be at
He commissions all programs
11 a.m. is, "Prom Moscow to
broadcast by the network for
Recess!
Photo by Rob Ouzts Mogadishu: The BBC Covers
its audiences in the world's
the World" and the next, at 4 many time zones.
Education n , , , o r Megan Hohn p l a y s ^
kinde-garten student, at Wither,
P.m., is The BBC: A Global
He spent 18 years in comVoice for the Global Village."
mercial broadcasting and 20
The BBC can be heard in
years producing music for the
English and 36 other languages
BBC before becoming managover 817 hours a week. World
ing editor of the World Service
K u 1 A A D A I . L . .
Service estimates at least 120
by
Lee Belcher
pleasant surprise.
in 1988. Warburton, a musimillion people listen to the BBC
Entertainment Editor
cologist and organist, holds a
The award is only given to versity Residence Halls. Over
The Resident Students' one delegation that brings un- 60 schools are SAACURH-af- at least once a week. Of this Ph.D from Wadham College
B
audience,
25
million
tune
to
Association of Winthrop Uni'
der 15 people at each confer- filiated and others are cur- the 24-hour World Service in Oxford.
versity won "The Most Spir- ence.
rently in the application pro- English; 100 million to broadAs BBC's State Departcess.
ment
correspondent
in
Washited Small School Delegation
cast in other languages; 5 milRSA brought 12 members
ington, Ziff reports on United
Award" at the annual confer- to this year's conference.
NACURH has a yearly con- lion listen to both.
States involvement in such
ence of South Eastern Affiliate
ference every summer, when
More
than
450
radio
and
Jackie Lowery, president
places as Haiti, Somalia and
ofCollege and University Resiofthe RSA, said the award gave delegates from schools all over cable stations in over 80 coun- Bosnia. Her reports are fredence Halls on Saturday.
the
country
come
together
to
tries
supplement
their
own
inWinthrop a chance to compete
quently heard on National PubSAACURH is held to pro- with bigger universities.
discuss issues in the residence ternational coverage with daily lic Radio as well as the BBC
relays ofBBC news, sports and World Service.
mote residence hall programs
halls
and
exchange
programIt shows just because were
other programs in English and
for colleges and universities.
Ziff joined the BBC in Lona small school we can compete ming ideas. Last year's naThe conference was held at with any of the bigger schools," tional conference was held at
don in 1990 as a current writer
The event is co-sponsored and producer. She also spent
The University of Alabama in
the
University
of
South
CaroLoweiy said. "It also showed
by the Winthrop University three years as the BBC's
Tuscaloosa, AL.
lina in Columbia.
we had team spirit and if we
Mass Communication Depart"It was a special moment worked together as a team we
RSA will also attend the ment and the British Broad- Jerusalem reporter. She speaks
for RSA to get recognized on a could win the award."
state meeting in February. casting Corporation'-? World Hebrew fluently and has a
working knowledge of four
national level and achieve to
SAACURH is part of a na- This year, the state conference Service in conjunction with its other languages.
aspire other goals," John "JT"
tional self supported non-profit is crucial for the development year-long program called "The
The lectures are free and
Timmons adviser for the RSA
corporation called the National of the South Carolina Organi- state of the States."
open to the public. For inforsaid. I was stunned. It was a
J. William Click, chair of mation contact the Mass ComAssociation ofCollegeand Uni- zation of Residential Education to do well.
Winthrop's Department of
munication Department at
Mass Communication, said 323-2121.

receives national award

LUNCH BUFFET

«3"

Save $100
Date: Thur.-Tues., Oct 28-Nov. 2
Time: 10am - 3pm •
Place: Winthrop University Bookstore-Dinin^,
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Continued from pg. 1
ited damage in her department it was time to enroll for finanbut one program that was af- cial aid.
fected was the STEP program.
As a result of the budget
The summer program is cuts they now hang up notices
designed for at-risk students in the Residence Halls and
Water Main Break
to gain skills for success.
make announcements in The
Students living in Phelps
"Instead of having it be a Johnsonian.
?
.gsidence Hall were without long-term summer intensive
In addition, Frierson said,
water Sunday morning when program, we've shortened the the students who work in the
number of weeks, but have in- financial aid office hand out
water main broke.
Ben Roache, engineering tensified and enhanced what financial aid forms in Thomson
echnician for the physical we do in thefall," Cormier said. and Dinkins.
Cormier also said this is a
"This saves quite a bit in
)lant, said the main broke
iround 6 a.m. Sunday morn- positive to th e program because postage," Frierson said.
if offers more support for the
Marte Curran, executive
ng and cut off running water students in college.
director of alumni relations
x> Phelps. Roache said water
"It's more ongoing support said they knew the cuts were
ines to Phelps were the only when students need it in their
comingandhave adjusted their
>nes effected. The problem was courses," Cormier said.
programs accordingly.
ecured around 2 p.m. SunShe also added the course
The Alumni Relations deiay.
of freshman-oriented program partment develops ways for
Critical Issues Symposium has former Winthrop students to
Kitchen Fire
been reduced to one semester. become involved in the univer"We are trying to do our sity.
A small fire broke out on
he second floor of Roddey best so the cuts don't inversely
Alumni can serve as memaffect
our students," said Dia bers of the Alumni Council,
\partments. Rock Hill Fire
Frierson,
director
of
the
Finanthe Alumni Admissions VolDepartment Battalion Chief
unteer Network or the Black
William Scoggins said the fire cial Resource Center.
Frierson said the financial Alumni Advisory Committee.
started on the stove in the
aid department does not have
"This is something that
apartment. He said when they any flexibility in their budget,
arrived Public Safety had ex- so there was not much to cut. hasn't been happening overnight," she said.
tinguished the fire with two She said the financial aid
Curran said Alumni Relaportablefireextinguishers and offices's efforts have been to tions went through a huge
here was no need to take the change their methods rather evaluation and restructuring
hoses from the truck. Scoggins than eliminating services.
program.
said the fire department was
"We have tried to respond
She said due to this, it has
only using their fans to try and creatively," Frierson said.
been able to combine some proThe most serious thing they grams.
emove the smoke.
"You just keep going forDamage was confined to have had to do was to cut out
ward and trying to find new
he apartments and there were some mailing.
She said they used to mail and different ways to accominjuries.
plish your task," Curran said.

1 OVERGROWN

1 WITH LOVE

S<conIT
ELY

Everything
Winged
Must Be
Dreaming
Susan Ludvigson

M e e t both

Scott Ely
and

Susan Ludvigson

a t t h e W i n t h r o p Shoppe for a
faculty author signing.
Thursday, Oct. 2 8
3 p m to 5 p m
Refreshments w i l l be served.
THE

WINTHROP
SHOPPE
College & Myrtle

A beginner's guide to loan
term alphabet soup
Origination fee: a fee paid when you first get your loan.
It is taken out proportionally from each loan
disbursement to you.
Interest: the charge for borrowing money, usually a
specific percentage of the amount borrowed.
Default: failure to repay a student loan according to the
terms agreed to when you signed the promissory note.
School default r a t e : the percentage of students at your
school that defaulted on loans.
Borrowing limits: the maximum amount possible to
borrow on a specific loan.
Promissory note: binding legal documents you sign to
get a student loan.
Half-time: federal classification of a student who is
taking six hours a semester. Some schools may raise the
minimum.
Cancellation terms: conditions which will cancel the
debt caused by your loan. They vary for each loans.
Grace period: time allowed between the time you last
receive money or graduation when you must begin paying
your loan.
Deferment: postponement of repayment. Deferment does
not apply to interest, only to principles.
Principle: the initial amount borrowed. It does not
include any interest.
Stafford Loan: low interest loans made to students
attending school at least half-time. Not need based. A
subsidized Stafford Loan can be given on the basis of
financial need.
Perkins Loan: a very low interest loan given to students
with exceptional financial need. Loans are made solely by
the school. You do not have to be enrolled over half-time,
but your grace period may not be as long as if you are
below half-time.
PLUS: a loan for parents exclusively, which is made by
banks, credit union, private lender or your school. One
loan per dependent child attending college.
SLS: loans for student borrowers very similar to the
PLUS loan. Usually given to independent students
enrolled over half-time.

LOANS

Continued from pg. 1
Despite the ease most
people felt over their loans
many were shocked when they
discovered the large figures
behind the final amount owed
on their loans.
"I can't believe I didn't
know how much I was being
charged in interest on my
loan," Michelle Hill said." Its
scary how much interest can
build, even if its not being
added while you're in school."
Some people can get very
discouraged in the process of
applying for financial aid, because the process itself is very
long and involves a lot of paperwork.

The process

For federal financial aid
you have to complete a FASFA
(Free Application for Student
Financial Aid) and send it off
to be evaluated for how much
federal money you are eligible
to receive based on you or your
family's income.
What you get a SAR(

Student Aid Report) which lets
the college you are attending
make a financial aid award
based on what the findings of
the FASFA were.
Unfortunately this is just
the start. To receive any form of
state aid, private aid, or other
financial aid from your college
you could have to fill out another form or application for
each one.
The result is that most students are not willing to spend
the time or bother with sorting
through the paperwork or answering the endless questions
that are involved in applying
for aid, or that students get discouraged with the requirements
of each source of aid.
Senior Melissa Peters found
this to be very true. "I haven't
applied for financial aid in the
past couple of years for the
simple reason that I feel like I'm
applying to get turned down
because of their qualifications."
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Winthrop Archives offers
programming and history

•Invro Tisdale
Tlcriala
Joyce
Staff Writer
Researchers will come
from all over the country and
from local communities to use
the preserved records relating to the history of South
Carolina and Winthrop in
Winthrop's Archives located
on the basement floor of the
Dacus Library.
Ron Chepesiuk, associate
professor of Dacus Libraiy
said, "We are an activist archives. We believe in bringing our records to the people
by preserving the histoiy of
Winthrop, Women in S.C. and
the history of the local community."
Winthrop Archives will
have a number of approved
cultural events that are free
and open to the public.
There will be programs
on S.C. history, archives in
schools presented in public
county schools such as
Chester, Lancaster, York
middle andhigh schools, word
power in which tips will be
given on how to improve writing, and archive resources.
CHILDREN IN CRISIS: POWER TO THE
YOUNG PEOPLE
A PRESENTATION
BY:
BERNARDINE
DOHRN
On Nov. 1 at 2:30 p.m.,
there will be a presentation

v... Bernardine
t»
J^ i
by
Dohrn,
..
• children's rights advocate and
director of the Children and
Family Justice Center of the
Legal Clinic at Northwestern
University, School of Law.
Dohrn will speak on the
status and living conditions of
children in highly industrialized countries, as well as children in poor nations and why
they are declining.
A panel oflocal experts will
respond to Dohrn's remarks as
to what can be done to ensure
that all children can have lives
of hope and possibility.
"CHILDREN'S BOOKS
AS A MIRROR ON SOCIETY": A SPEECH BY DR.
TERRY NORTON
On Nov. 18 at 3 p.m. Dr.
Terry Norton, associate professor of reading in Winthrop's
school ofeducation, will present
his speech using slides ofbooks
from the Eleanor Burts'
children's books collection, to
explain the changing of old attitudes towards children in
modern times.
"Bertha
Smith:
Handmaiden of the Lord"
There will be a 45-minute
documentary chronicling the
life and times of Bertha Smith,
a distinguished Winthrop
graduate and one of the great
religious figures in 20th centuiy South Carolina, duringher
mission to China for over 40

years. There will be two showings on Dec. 3 at 2 p.m. and 3
p.m.
All three of the programs
are approved cultural events.
Chepesiuk said t h a t
Winthrop's Archiveshas three
areas of public programming
which include, cultural
events, archives in schools and
highlights of the histoiy of
S.C. women.
Winthrop's Archives received a $5,000 grant from
S.C. Council for the Humanities to support an exhibit and
a series of public programs
highlighting Women's Histoiy
Month in March co-sponsored
by Winthrop Women's Studies Committee.
Winthrop's Archives and
Special Collections department have available resources
open to the public unless specifically restricted for use by a
donor.
The department is open
Monday through Friday 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Researchers should call or
write ahead before using materials in the department since
library hours vary according
to date and staff.
Aresearcher's application
form must be completed before materials are used.
For more information, call
the Archives department at
Dacus Library at ext.2131.

RANKING

Continued from pg. 1 ~
"exceptionally good value."
"We are glad that we are
in there," said dean of enrollment management Jim Black.
"It will help recruit student instate by verifying what has
been said. It will increase outof-state enrollment by increasing our visibility."
Black said the results will
be printed up and included in
brochures.

£

"We have a piece dealing
with the best values for a dollar,"
Black said. "We want to let them
know what their sons anddaughters are gettingfor their money."
Steve Vacendak, athletic director said "In the process of recruiting, any time the university
receives favorable reviews from
outside the institution, we want
to take advantage of it."
Vacendak said, it is one of

many factors to consider when
selecting a school.
"I would not have been
surprised to be included-even
with our budget cuts, because
other people are facing budget cuts as well," said Ray
Jones, director of university
relations. "We are pleased
with our listing in the magazine of such good reputation
in the academic community."

I Police Beat
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department
and The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to
provide Winthrop students, faculty and staff with an
awareness of crime and criminal offenses which could occur
on campus or in the surrounding community.
10-21-93 Breaking and Entering of Auto
Victim stated that his locked car was broken into at the
Winthrop Lodge. At the officer's arrival, it was observed that
the radio had been removed by breaking out the surrounding
dashboard and removing it from the side of the console. The
console was destroyed. The radio was a Kenwood AM/FM
cassette stereo valued at over $200.
10-21-93 Hit and Run
Complaintant cam to the public safety office to report that her
car had been hit between the hours of 12 p.m. and 5:40 p.m.
while it ewas parked in the Sims gravel lot.
10-21-93 Hit and Run
Victim's mazda was hit at the Winthrop Shoppe Parking Lot
between the hours of 12:40 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. The right
passenger side was hit and caused damage to the rear
panel. Victim stated that he saw a red chevette with a blond
female driver leave the scene in a hurry.
10-21-93 Petty Larceny
Victim stated that person(s) unknown entered her car parked
along the fence at the Lodge and took a high school
letterman's jacket and threw contents of the glove
compartment all over the front seat. The doors were locked
when the victim left the car parked and when she returned,
the let rear door was unlocked.
10-24-93 Breaking and Entering of Auto
Victim stated she parked her car at the dirt lot on Stewart
Ave. and upon retuning, found her wallet was stolen from
under the front seat. Entry was gained through the driver's
door (Vehicle has prior damage from previous incident
inRock Hill-door cannot be locked). Subject opened the car
door and searched the interior of the car. Prints were
attempted to be found but with no success.
Public Safety Forum: We are aware that extra measures
become necessary for safety during the hours of darkness.
In the event of genuine fear or need, call Public Safety at
323-3333. We will respond and take appropriate action,
which might include transportation to residence halls.

Benefits Plus, Ltd.
Student Health Insurance
Plans

jtielo^

Call for details.
329-5488
1-800-849-0293

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social
activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
"fl0n Jri*° T
i
'
illness. Unfortunately, most of
Did
|
thing*
us don't recognize the signs.
001
rfi Z»
* <°° I'jiHoo*
d
u, the '994
Which is tragic. Because
of P ^ L . Yo«
**
mental illness can be treated.
ft*15 s" '*d (of 1 Voiding
singe^
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
get help, get better.
For a free booklet about
mental illness and its warning
signs, write to or call:
National Mental Health Association
P.O. Box 17389,
Washington, D.C. 20041
1-800-969-NMHA.
Learn to see the warning signs.

G:

Now Thru Nov. 13

SAVE 20%
WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR WINTHROP I.D.
(SOME ITEMS ARE ALREADY SALE PRICED UP TO 50% OFF)
DID YOU KNOW THAT THE MAJORITY OF OUR ITEMS
ARE UNDER $10?!?
COME SEE OUR GREAT SELECTION OF CARDS, GIFTS,
STUFFFED ANIMALS AND BALLOONS (OVER 130 DESIGNS!!)
WE GIFT WRAP
M-F 9-8
WE SHIP UPS

•J tini/nou/if ('Jvrfi.

WE DELIVER

pj

SAT 9-5
328-3141
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Students need
to be responsible
about loans
Students who have or are contemplating taking out a
student loan should take a long, hard look before jumping
in with both feet.
Thousands of students default on student loans each
year, indicating that some just did not know the
consequences of signing that check at the cashier's office.
Loans, not to be confused with grants, must be paid
back. They are not government handouts. The lender is
getting something out of giving you something — they are
getting interest.
If you sign a loan agreement at 7 percent interest
compounded annually and you borrow $15,000 over your
college career, you are looking at $1,050 a year in interest
alone.
Student loans are a good way for students to finance
their education, but one must be educated about the
responsiblities of the loan before signing any agreement.
Some students blindly accept the loan without checking
into the requirements.
By finding out the terms of the loan, interest rates,
payment schedule and limit, students will make the entire
loan process easier for others who follow.
Paying back the loan under the agreed-upon terms and
payment schedule will also make lenders more willing to
loan money to other students.

New deadlines set

Beginning Oct. 20, deadline for all submission s to The
Johnsonian, including letters to the editor and announcements, will be due by noon Friday before publication.
Submissions may be made Monday through Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Friday from 10 a.m. to noon.
Submissions received after this time will not be printed.
Also effective Oct. 20, letters to the editor longer than
one type-written page will not be printed. Please be courteous to others who would like their letters printed in a timely
fashion.
THE!

JOHNSONIAN
Editor
Jessica D. Brown
Managing Editor
Brad Bryant

Business Manager
Elliott Arnold
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Janet A. Brindle

Sports Editor
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Lee Belcher
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Robert Ouzts

Lifestyles Editor
Jackie Lowery

Fine Arts Editor
Rachael Scalf

Spotlight Editor
Jeff Monheit
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Yauna Williams
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Darryl Hughey
students for Winthrop University students.

Unsigned editorials reflect the opinions o( the editorial stalt. The opinions expressed do not
necessarily reflect those of the administration, faculty, staff Of students.
s
_5r|?d c o l u m r t t v * canoons reflect the opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the
vie** of The Johnsonian staff.
The Johnsonian welcomes letters to the editor concerning any topic, Winthrop-related or not Letters
- b 9 'f. e p U b , . t a " t o n - T h e = ^ ' e ^ ^ n o r f i t S
Leflers longerihsn one double-spaced typewritten page may not be primed. All letters must be typed lor
Oaffly. and include the author s name, signature and nhone number. The Johnsonian has therightto
withhold nana* I there » a chance of undue hostility to the author. Letters to the edior are not necessarily
the opinion of The Johnsonian.

WWWhrop P.O. Box 6800
Rock Hilt, S C. 2S733
(803)323-3419
Ad/Fax Hoe: (803)32*3888

Winner of the South Carolina
Press Association second-place award for
Be8t
»A
Overall Publication 1992for
/ X colleges with enrollment under 10,000.
Also, the first-place winner
Best Page Layout and Design 1992 for
the second consecutive year.

m
Letters to the editor
Make-up own mind concerning dissections

Dear Editor,
I will always remember the
small,- dead, black and pink,
squint-eyed piglet I purchased
in a see-through bag from the
back of the campus bookstore.
I remember tying the four tiny
cloven hooves to the edge of the
dissection tray with rubber
bands and the animal lying
there prostrate, splay-legged,
tongue protruding. I remember the first incision.
My pig was just one ofhundreds of thousands of animals
killed that year for use in college dissections. This year will
be no different. New shipments
of cats from the shelters and
the streets, dogfish from the
gill nets and fetal pigs from the
slaughterhouse will arrive for

the general biology or the comparative anatomy courses.
In the physiology labs, too,
life will be taken from sentient
creatures while students look
on with mixed emotions. Once
again, animals will be made
lifeless, both literally and symbolically — educational
resources used, then discarded.
I also remember asking
myself if all of this is okay.
Should an animal die so that I
can see exactly khow a pancreas connects to a small intestine? Does my education justify the gassing of a stray or
abandoned cat, the "harvesting" of wild frogs or the
exsanguination (bleeding out)
of a pregrant mother pig? Will
this exercise foster respect for

the environment in my generation of policy makers? Is it possible to affirm life while extinguishing it? I eventually answered "no."
By the time I was a graduate student teaching biology
labs, I made sure my students
gave thoughts to these matters
and decided for themselves
whether they would dissect.
Many of them wouldn't. They
didn't buy a pig, they didn't
dissect and they did well on the
exam.
If you are to take a course
in which animals will be
harmed, you, too, needn'tharm
animals. As a student, you are
entitled to an education that
isn't adverse to your sincere
See ANIMALS, pg. 7

New way to advertise events needed
Exams, exams, exams.
Now that we are full into the
fall semester, there seems to
be an exam every week in one
class or another. Leaves little
time to enjoy the other events
going on here at Winthrop.
The reggae concert a
couple ofweeks ago was a blast.
Attendance appeared to be
low, but from what I understand it was one of the highest
attended DSU events ever.
Which leads into this
weeks topic: Why do things
happen at Winthrop and
people not know about them?
The reggae concert was
advertised all over campus.
Flyers were everywhere.
Many groups that host events
put flyers up all over campus.
As a matter of fact, there are
so manyflyersup that it's hard
to read them. People more or
less ignore all the flyers that
are up.
Winthrop is already bad
about informing students on

There are some sollutions
Gallactlc Perspectives &to this
problem. Some I've
Universal Truths
already seen, like advertise-

by C.J. Lamb
Columnist
events. A couple of weeks ago,
Crawford sponsored a speaker
for Alcohol Awareness Week.
The speaker was the York
County Coroner. There were
advertisements up around
campus. I might have even
gone to see the gory pictures
(gore interests me). But I didn't
know about it. Out of a campus of 5000 people, only 15
people showed up.
I've driven by campus on
more than once occasion to see
tents set up on the lawn in
front of Tillman and had no
clue as to what was going on.
It's time to see the light.
The flyers aren't working anymore. They are actually
becomming a source of sight
pollution (not to mention normal pollution from all that paper).

ments written in colored sidewalk chalk and notes around
the grounds with balloons. At
least chalk doesn't stay up
two weeks after the event to
continue to pollute.
Winthrop could compile
and mail a monthly calander,
representing all departments
and organizations, with all
upcomming functions on it.
This would definitely take
some resources. But, the question is, would it be worth it to
get more students aware and
involved in extra-curricular
activities.
It would probably be
cheaper than each one individually advertising. It would
also present all of the functions on one sheet of paper,
whether sponsored by Career
Services, DSU, or any other
campus group.
Ya'U be cool!
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Announcing.

publication. The announcement should include the name and phone of a contact person The John^fniJnJc
1° Joh"sonian office & noon Fr'day b
mtprint
announce
felt to be inappropriate and to place announcements as it deems appropriate. Announcements ^
AH
™nts t
legible if hand-written. We reserve the right to edit announcements.
space. All announcements should be type-w

An noun cemen ts

up yours.
to Fri., Nov. 5 from 6:30 p.m.
We're located on Oakland
•Got room in your sched- until, at Dr. Thacker's house Avenue, right across from the Party on Wed., Oct. 27 from
6-8 p.m. Parents, please bring
•There willbe a discus- ule for a practical course?
(maps provided). All majors are President's House.
your children to Wofford
sion of changes in the RoddeyIf so, VCED 211 - Clothing welcome. Free for ACM memWe
also
provide
great
dinbasement at 6 p.m. to meet
McMillan Record on Thurs., Design and Construction may bers.
ners on Tuesday nights at 5:30 hall council members who
Oct. 28 at 6:30 p.m. on the be for you! Learn or update
•The Council for Excep- p.m. for $2.50. Our theme this
will escort the children in the
fourth floor of Withers. The your skills that you can use for tional Children will host a Haleventis coordinated by Arlecia a lifetime whether you become loween party tonight for local year is "Meeting students at residence halls. Resident stuthe
point
of
their
need."
Get
dents, if you wish to give
D. Simmons.
a professional, accomplished kids in Wofford basement from involved.
treats please see your RA or
•Planning to graduate seamstress or just a casual 6-8 p.m. All items for bid in our
RSA representative for more
in May, August or Decem- "mender." This course will silent auction will be on disdetails on how you can parber 1994? PI ease come by the enable you to judge the clothes play outside Dinkins on Nov
Greek News
ticipate.
Records Office, located in 101 you purchase as well as stretch 10-11from11 a.m.-1 p.m. The
•The
sisters
of
Zeta
Tau
•The RSA video library
Tillman Hall, to receive and your clothing dollar by learn- items will also be on display
fill out an application for di- ing to construct your own from 5-7 p.m., same dates, in Alpha would like to thank the is open. The hours of operabrothers
of
Kappa
Sigma
and
tion are Friday, Saturday
ploma. You can beat the dead- clothes. If you are tired of pay- East Thomson.
Omega Psi Phi for their par- and Sunday from noon-5 p.m.
lines, avoid late fees and your ing too much for simple garOur next meeting is Wed., ticipation and partnership durIt is located in 143 West
diploma will be ready and ments and then having them Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. inRoom 222
waiting for you when you fall apart due to shoddy con- Dinkins. Dr. Bobb will be our ingGreek Week. We would also Thomson. The phone is ext.
like
to
congratulate
Pi
Kappa
3508.
graduate.
struction and/or not findingthe guest speaker. She will discuss Alpha and Alpha Delta Pi for
• I would like to know how colors or styles that suit you Special Olympics.
winning first place.
many people would be inter- best, then VCED 211 (Tues.
•The American College of
•The members of Epsilon
ested in having a day care on and Thurs. from 9:30-11:30 Health Care Executives invites
campus specifically for Win- a.m.) is the course for you. you to joint htem Mon., Nov. 1 Sigma Alpha would like to conThe Student Publicathrop students. If interested, Register ASAP, we expect a at 6 p.m. in Thurmond 415. gratulate our newly initiated
sisters:
tions Office is located in the
call Gail Davis Mon.-Thurs. full house.
Guest speaker will be Bob
Lea
Flanigan,
Renee
basement of Bancroft Hall
after 6 p.m. at ext. 3994.
Heilman who will talk about Witherspoon, Chrissy Rizzo,
and houses The Johnsonian,
'WE CARE is sponsoring
Board of Directors and their Christy Lambert, Julia Todd,
The Tatler, The Anthology
a poster contest with a prize
Club News
expectations.
April
Haudensheild,
Michelle
and The Roddey McMillan
of $100. Design a poster that
•Model League of Arab
•There will be a meetingof
visually promotes recycling at States members—don't forget the Society of Professional Lynch, Kandice Morgan and Record. Phone ext. 3419 for
Christi
Powell.
The Joh nsonian, The AntholWinthrop University. Dead- our meetings on Tuesday eve- Jounalists tonight at 7 p.m. in
We would also like to wel- ogy or the Roddey-McMillan
line for entries is 5 p.m. Oct. nings at 9 p.m. in the confer- Johnson 102. Guest speaker
come
to
Theta
.pledge
class:.
Recordand ext. 3418 for The
31 to 233 Dinkins. You must ence room, thirdfloorBancroft. will be Ron Chepesiuk, who is
Jennifer Willimas, Kim- Tatler.
be a Winthrop student.
Have read and be prepared to an associate professor in Dacus berly Binkley, Sharon Thomp•The Johnsonian holds
The design must be one discuss the readings.
Library. He will be discussing son, Monica Amish, Katherine
every
color, camera ready (black
•Alpha Lambda Delta free-lance writing. Everyrne is Bagwell, Kisha Stewart, Su- staff meetings
Sundayat 10p.m. Anyone inink), 11x17 white poster size, members — be watching your welcome to attend.
san
Jenkins,
Amy
Jeffords,
terested in working on staff
incorporate WE CARE (Win- mailboxes for announcements
Suzette Robertson, Jennifer should attend this meeting
throp enthusiastically cares regarding upcoming meetings,
Owen,
Jennifer
Conlan,
in the Student Publications
about recycling for the envi- service projects and social
Heather Deming, Catie Bailey, Office. Join us for what could
ronment), and must be sub- events. Call Jay Karen at 4497
Heather
Paslay,
Kerri
Austin,
be the most rewarding expemitted with authorization for for more information.
Fellowship of Christian Ann Cruden, Laura Mitchell,
the poster to be reproduced
•Get involved at Winthrop Athletes meets every Wednes- Shannon Murray, Cynthia rience of your college career.
Want to know everyone
and used for promotion by the by learning about and taking day at 9:19 p.m. in Peabody's
Hackett, Michael Melone,
Recycling Committee.
action against issues such as lower gym. Fun, food, fellow- Sabahat Khaum and Tiana on campus? Meet new people
daily by working for The
Ifyouhave any questions, hunger and homelessness. Ac- ship.
Waddell.
Johnsonian!
contact Laura Foster at ext. tion for Food meets every Mon•Reformed
University
Fel•The
Mr.
Greek
God
pag3706.
•The Roddey-McMillan
day at 12:30 p.m. for lunch and lowship meets every Tuesday
•Orientation Assistants business. We will be involved at 8 p.m. in the Dinkins Audi- eant will be held Nov. 2 at 8 Record holds staff meetings
p.m.
in
Tillman
Aud.
Admisevery Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
are needed! There are infor- with projects such as the Crop torium. This is a non-denomimation sessions coming up Walk, Home-Sweet-Homeless national campus ministry. All sion is $1 and proceeds will go in the Student Publications
to
the
Robbie
Page
Memorial
Office.
and you must come to one of IV and Oxfam Fast. If inter- students are invited to attend.
Fund. Come see which frater•The October issue of the
these to pick up an applica- ested, please call Jay Karen at
«Abundant Life in Christ nity truly has Greek Gods.
Roddey-McMillan Record is
tion. The dates and times are 4497 or Heather Heusinger at presents to you Myra Davis.
•The
sisters
of
Chi
Omega
out! Pick up your copy at
as follows: Oct. 27 at 8 p.m.,
She is a dynamic speaker who would like to wish everyone a
various locations across camNov. 2 at 8 p.m., Nov. 12 at 2
•There will be an Account- knows the word of God. She Happy Halloween.
pus. Look for the next issue.
p.m. and Nov. 15 at 9:30 p.m. ing Club meeting on Wed., Oct.
will be teaching on the subjects
•The Anthology is acAllof these sessions will be 27 at noon in Thurmond 209.
of prayer, praise and worship
cepting submissions of poheld in Dinkins 221. Ques- Pizza willbe served. Ifyou plan
for the entire month of Novemetry, fiction, essays, drama,
tions will be answered and to attend, please come by the
ber every Tuesday at 9 p.m. in
RSA meets every Mon- line art and photography.
the duties will be explained at Accounting Club bulletin board
Roddey's community room. Call day night at 9:45 p.m. in Kinard
First Deadline is Dec. 3.
these sessions. Everyone is on the second floor ofThurmond
Connie Davis at ext. 3994 for 204.
Turn submissions in to
welcome to apply.
and sign up. Dues are $5 per more information.
•Are
you
looking
for
a
safe
our office in the Student Pub•The "Away from Cam- semester.
•Come join us for Bible Halloween activity? If so, RSA
pus" telephone cards are ready
•The Association of Com- study and fellowship at the and the Council for Exceptional lications office, send them to
WPO 6875 or call ext. 3577
to be issued. Please come by puting Machinery has reschedBaptist Student Center every Children are co-sponsoring a
for more information. (Limit
101 Margaret Nance to pick uled the bonfire because ofrain
Thursday night at 8 p.m.
Trick-or-Treat Halloween three per name.)

ANIMALS

Continued from pg. 6
beliefs, and there are many
ways to learn animal structure
and function that don't involve
the termination of an animal's
life. Today, there is an abundance of computer programs,

videodiscs, models, self-study
modules, charts and manuals
to helpyou learn without harming any animals. Non-invaseive
field study is another excellent
"alternative" to many tradi-

tional exercises. And as more
and more students are saying
"no" to harming animals in
their schooling, the availabilty
of alternatives and the numberofdisseqtion choice policies

are rising steadily.
practices; it comes about when
But it is only by speaking those practices are questioned
out — politely but firmly — and challenged. Do your part
that you will make a differ- to bring that change about.
erco. Change comes not from
Dr. Johnathan Balcombe
quiet acquiescence to dubious
Humane Society of U .S.
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Unexplained phenomenon

Do you believe in the supernatural?

by Mandy Riley
Special to The Johnsonian
There's a knock at the door
but no one is there. The telephone rings and no one is on
the other end.
Objects fall off a table for
no obvious reason. Water
shoots out of the sl.ower. No
one is in the bathroom.
Someone taps you on the
shoulder. Is it a friend or could
it be a ghost?
Accordingto a random survey done at Winthrop University. many people would tend
to believe it was a ghost.
In a survey of 76 people,
about 63 percent believe in
ghosts.
And about 27 percent of
those said they had seen or
come in contact with one.

I was studying in my room
one morning and had been to
the bathroom about 45 min^ One night, just after I had
utes earlier," she said. "Stuff
turned
out the lights, I felt a corner
started falling off the counter
of the bed go down as if someone
in the bathroom and I couldn't
figure out how."
were sitting on it. "
The freshman also told of
—Richard Johnson, Rock Hill
an experience of one of her
roommates.
photographer
The roommate was lying
in bed one night and no one
The sign was apparently touch the ghost and it seemed
else was there. All of a sudden, from the ghost and read "No
the closet door knobs started' Way." Culp said the ghost to run toward the door and
rattling. Then, the bathroom wasn t planning on cleaning slowly disappear.
"Our ghost loved to walk
door and the hallway door up the floors for the custodithe halls, open and close doors
started doing the same.
ans.
and
trudge up and down the
There was no explanation.
Over the years, Culp says
Another roommate arrived that other things have gotten stairs. Once in a while if the
about five minutes later but mixed up into the ghost stoiy. furniture arrangement didn't
suit him, he'd change it,"
said she had not been trying to
When Tillman was presi- Johnson said.
open the door.
dent of Winthrop, prisoners
Johnson said he rememA similar occurrence hap- were used as cheap labor on
bers the visits of the ghost bepened to a sophomore resident campus.
coming
more aggressive orice
Ghost Stories
in Lee Wicker.
He said a prisoner escaped
One morning she was talk- through a tunnel underneath they moved.
An international student
"One night just after I had
from Japan said she had seen a ing on the phone. "I was stand- of Tillman and no one underghost in her room while she ing by the door to my room and stood where he could have turned out the lights, I felt a
corner of the bed go down, as if
was in bed.
the door knob started moving. gone.
someone were sitting on it," he
"She stood on my bed," she All of a sudden the door flew
Culp said there was no said.
said. "When I woke up she was open," she said. "I looked out- transportation and no obvious
"The weight liftedfromone
laughing and she fell down to- side in the hallway but no one way he could have gotten away.
corner but within a few secwas there."
ward my body."
Could the prisoner also be
She said she would have hauntingTillman Hall?Noone onds, the other corner went
Another student told in
down," Johnson said. "Then a
the survey about a house he seen anyone who was tiying to seems to know.
very cold hand touched my
had lived in that was haunted. run because of the distance
chest."
The former owner's grand- from her door to both exits.
Johnson said he jumped up
I just started screaming Moving Ghosts
mother had died in the 1800 s.
Ghosts don't always stay and looked around but saw
He said he saw "someone" in on the phone," she said. "It rein one place, says Richard nothing. He went back to bed
ally freaked me out."
the kitchen.
Johnson, a photographer in and felt cold fingers again and
"Objects would fall over or
Rock Hill. A ghost moved with the sheets were yanked from
be moved with no explanation," Ghost of Tillman
his family from Florida to his bed.
he said. "I would also wake up
Several people even say a South Carolina.
He says he jumped up to
in the middle of the night and ghost lives in Tillman Hall.
"I was nine years old the turn on the lights and within a
feel like someone was in my
The ghost is believed to be first time I saw the ghost. I second he saw the sheets float
room.
Ben Tillman, a former Win- had turned the lights off and to the end of the bed.
throp president.
was drifting off to sleep. SomeThey dropped as he ran
Residence hall
Bill Culp, assistant vice thing came in the room and toward them.
president
for
renovations
and
leaned over the bed, staring at
hauntings
Johnson said the ghost
special projects, says in past
eventually left them alone and
Some people say that Win- years, a few custodians refused me," Johnson said.
hasn't
been seen or heard from
"I thought it was my older
throp buildings are haunted to work where the ghost was.
sister tiying to startle me, " since. But Johnson said these
by ghosts. In the survey, about
"They used to say, 'Just let
41 percent believed that ghosts the ghost do it,*** Culp recalled. Johnson recalled. "I called out happenings made him a firm
hername. Prom across the hall believer in ghosts.
inhabit Winthrop buildings.
Culp said the custodians in her room she answered me."
Whether you believe in
A freshman resident in went to the top floor where
Johnson said he then real- ghosts or not, watch out for
Lee Wicker told about the ghost they had left their mop and
them.
In a couple of weeks on
of Lee Wicker Hall, a former bucket and found a sign writ- ized something strange was
going on.
Halloween night, they may all
teacher at Winthrop.
ten in Old English.
He said he reached out to come out to play a few trices.
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Things that go bump in the night

Stranger things
lave happened
Apparitions are
rumored to haunt
campus,
/ew
sightings
have
been
reported

by Kristin Craine

When it was first built, Margaret Nance
was known as the North Dorm. The fact the
building has been here almost as long as the
Lifestyles Writer
There is more to Winthrop than the eyes school itself, has left it vulnerable to many old
tales
of ghosts and spirits.
can see.
Security AssistantAmyCoopersaidSandra
a pe
n can ask man
r°
y students
andfaculty members 0 f the mysterious cries at a ghost on the second floor of Margaret Nance'
Cha,rS and leaving %htS paces the hall late at night lookingfor her room!
It was said she was leaving for home during
8
Thanksgiving breakand was last seen entering
tha % * } * * * » m 0 S t P°P U , a r ghosts is a dark colored car. Her parents never came to
the ghost of Benjamin R. "Pitchfork"Tillman.
f h i i«^n-WaS ! g o v e J n o r o f South Carolina in haT
' ^ iS Why She wa,ks the
the 1890 s and a co-founder of Winthrop
Under the buildings, the prisoners worked
He received his nickname "Pitchfork Ben "
because he lost his left eye in a pitchfork acci- on underground utility tunnels. A prisoner
Spotlight Writer
and Camellia L. Shuler

Sappr \l

-

In a portrait ofTillman, hangingin Tillman
«aH, a person sees only the right side of his

in a work
bbehind
K r tthe! Uwest
? h side
•! tUnnel
of campus.

cam

P

Because there was nothing else around and
the tunnels lead nowhere, the prisoner was
easily recaptured.
It has long been said the ghost of "Pitchfork
R.A. Jennifer Phillips added the alleged
Ben roams the fourth and fifth floors of
underground tunnels were supposed to be a
nllman, guarding the old building
part of the underground railroad.
p | , n ^ l y • ^ f e i l t S . Y h J ° t h 0 U g h t t h e y heard the
Some students say they can still hear the
ghost at night, decided to leave a bucket and a
chains rattle.
cZniir
Pitchfork Ben" would do his own
Phillips also told the stoiy of a student
da
^
*
in Old English next moving into Wofford, who had supposedly
jumped
out of the window. Now, every fall a
to the bucket, were the words "No way "
Over the years the mop has mysteriously student can hear her scream.
On the top floor of Thurmond some say a
become a broom with a bucket next to it As
recently as last week, students who have toured ghost runs rampant ItisbelievedtheThurmond
ghost is responsible for constantly keeping a
the oWbroom ^ ° fT i l l m a n " V they have seen light lit on the top floor.
This may now shed some "light" on strange
Ihe in terror ofTillman Hall is made mostly
of wood. At night, after it cools down, the wood things people have seen and heard in Thurmond
late at night
would creek and creek. Workmen, who beNot eveiything in life can be explained.
hevedittobetheghostof "Pitchfork Ben,"were
afraid to work because they feared the ghost. W i n f W w * 1 time you are walking around
Winthrop late at night and you think you hear
or see something strange, just remember it may
halUtTn'Cp""
^ firatresiicnc«
be one of the ghosts watching over our campus.
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Killer Beaz to perform at Tillman

Killer Beaz will bring his own brand of humor to Winthrop.

by Yolanda S. Brown
Entertainment Writer
This Saturday, Oct. 30,
take a little time out of your
pre-Halloween parties and
check out who "Entertainment Tonight" rates as one of
the top comedians of the '90s,
Killer Beaz.
Killer Beaz, whose real
name is Truett S. Beasley,
Jr., has been "killing" his audiences with laugh attacks
ever since he took his comedy
act on the road in 1982.
Beaz, who is from Jackson, Mississippi was named
Showtime's Funniest Person
three years straight from
1984-1986.
He is constantly at work
putting together lines that is
sure to make you crack up.
Not only does he like to
crack up his audiences, he
like to crack up himself.

In an interview with Jan
Emberton from "Southern
Magazine," he said, "I'm just
goofy. I can't get offstage. I'm
a happy person. I love making
myself laugh."
Killer Beaz is a regular on
shows like "The Nashville Network" and "Nashville Now."
He also has made appearances on -The Arts & Entertainment Network and the
Comedy Channel.
Beaz made the move to
comedy after his stintasablues
guitarist.
Some other experiences he
has had that were different
than from your average comedian was that he appeared at
the FBI National Bomb School,
The Oak Ridge (Tennessee)
Nuclear Facility and the Second Annual Porter Wagoner
Celebrity Pro-Am Bass Classic.

The Funny Page describes
his comedy as being high-energy humor with universal appeal. He is especially noted by
his saying, "Save Up!," from
his representation company,
Las Vegas Productions.
In an interview with "Las
Vegas Downtown," Beaz said,
" I swear, comedy is my forte.
I've been funny ever since I
can remember."
He goes on to say," I work
hard at what I call the key to
comedy. It's painting the picture. I want the audience to
see what I'm telling them. I
put them in the joke by painting the scene."
If you want an up-close
look atthispaintingthatKiller
Beaz described, be sure to get
to Tillman by 8 p.m., Saturday, to get a good seat.
The cost is $1 with student ID and $2 without ID.

'Happiness' leaves
audiences bored
Germano's debut lacks depth
by Alice Hartzog
Special to The Johnsonian
Lisa Germano's solo debut,
"Happiness," is proof that some
background performers should
STAY in the background.
AformerviolinistforJohn
Cougar Mellencamp, Germano
has whipped up an ear-screaming treat for those of us who
love to heckle bad music. Complete with her obviousfirstlove,
the violin, and her screech owl
pipes, Germano roars through
the entire album sounding like
a failed Suzanne Vega with
imbecilic lyrics and weary keyboard sound effects.
The album title should, if
anything, prevent all pessimistic, soul searching alternative
fans (like myself) far, far away
from "Happiness".
Singing about happiness
is fine for John Denver and
"Sesame Street", but the only
emotion that Germano evokes
from me is manic depression.
The worst part of "Happiness" is that the entire time I
was listening to it, I felt like I
had been accosted by someone
who has everythinggoing wonderfully complaining about how
horrible her life was.
"Victim" is one song that
clearly shows Germano's lack
of depth: "I am everybody's victim," she whines through the
entire song (and, as far as I can
comprehend, that is ALL that
she
whines).
"I
am
everybodddyyyyy's VICTIM!"

Oh, get a life.
Which brings me to interject a comment on
Germano's voice, which can
best be described as a whiny,
screechy, nearly unintelligible version of Juliana
Hatfield's (who, by the way,
writes much better lyrics).
Havingno lyric sheet provided for me, I was clearly at
a loss to understand anything
that she was singing.
(Perhaps she was singing with a violin bow stuck
down her windpipe?)
But what made me really
want to scream was her thin,
pitiful version of Nancy
Sinatra's much more emphatic"These Boots Are Made
for Walkin'."
Violins were simply not
meant for this song, and if
Germano had any sense, she
would have avoided covering
this tune.
As for the other songs,
they are not really worth mentioning, although I must say
that most are so excruciatingly nauseating that sometimes I just had to stop and
catch my breath (and then
listen to L7) before I could
continue listening.
I don't think that Lisa
Germano has to worry about
becoming anyone's victim.
If anything, music lovers
everywhere should think
twice before becoming HER

fifth*

Photo courtesy of Capitol Records

Lisa Germano proves that sometimes being a background performer is not so bad.
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Upcoming DRTJ
Events
Oct. 29, 8 p.m., Comedian
Margaret Cho, $1 with ID,
Tillman Aud.
Oct. 30, 8 p.m., Comedian
Killer Beaz, $1 with ID/ $2
without, Tillman Aud.
Nov. 6, 8 p.m., Valery Pappas
and singer/ songwriter
Teresa, Tillman Aud, no
charge.
Nov. 13, 8 p.m., Comedian
Carrot Top, $5 with ID/ $15
without, Byrnes Aud.
Nov. 19, 8 p.m., Singer Carl
Rosen, $1 with ID/ $2 without,
Dinkins ATS.
Comedian Margaret Cho will be performing Oct. 29, at 8 p.m. at Tillman Auditorium. Cho
blends feminist humor with her experiences as a Korean growing up in American society. She
has performed on "The Bob Hope Special," "The Dennis Miller Show," and "An Evening at the
Improv." Cho's show on Friday promises to be fun.

Local Bands — Need exposure?
Call 323-3419
or write to:
Entertainment Editor
The Johnsonian
P.O. Box 6800
Winthrop University
Rock Hill, S.C. 29733

Dec. 3, 8p.m., Alternative
acoustic quintet: folks like us
Holiday show, no charge,
Tillman Aud.
•1 Ring Sizing
• PSarl Restringing
Remounting
• Appraisals
1
Chain Sold/ring • Wafch Batteries

Jewelry ftepair

Wanted:
Entertainment
Writers

1043 Charlotte A v r

32Z£161

Meetings are held
every Sunday at 10
p.m. in the Student
Publications Office.
Executive Services
Resumes; Cover Letters
Term Papers, Full
Briefings and
•Laser Printing
i •Type Setting
Call 325-1522 for
Appointment

Nov. 20, 8 p.m., Contemporary
Christian Singer David
Kaufman, $1 with ID/ $2
without, Dinkins ATS.

TUTORING

Justafractionofourtime1
could help bring many I
It$ so easy to help your
community, when you think
about it.
Millions of people have
helped makefivepercent
of their incomes and what.

r

moms

five hours of volunteer time
per week the standard of
giving in America.
Get involved with the
causes you care about
back is immeasurable, and give five.

Sometimes the only difference between intense struggle
and pure genius is knowing where to find help
•Indvidualized Programs
•Qualified Instructors
•Flexible Hours
•Guaranteed Results

Rock Hill
Learning Center
Tall 324-7888 To Register
1213 W. Oakland Ave.

College Algebra • Calculus • Prob. and Statistics • Advanced Math •
•English - Literu^re • Composition • GRE/GMAT • Research •

Sports
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It's official!
JSSS.
by Brad Bryant

Managing Editor

The Carolinas' drive for a
National Football League team
came to a triumphantendTuesday.
NFL commissioner Paul
Tagliebue made the announcement shortly after 9 p.m
awarding the Carolinas a professional football franchise.
"This is a dream come true
for me and my partners," Richardson Sports Group leader
Jerry Richardson said. "It is

also a dream come true for 10
million people in the Carolinas."
The 28 NFL owners had
been meeting in Chicago since
Monday to decide on two new
franchise cities. The owners
only decided on one city and
will reconvene Nov. 30 to decide on the other site.
"This has been a very long
process, but a fair process," Richardson said. "I'm sure there
is a lot of heartache for the
cities that don't have decisions

n es
When the owners meet
again Richardson said he did
not believe he
u s would
n u u i u have
n a v e aa
picking
hhand
a n d in
mm
A i — the
u . new team.
The cities still in the runningare Jacksonville, St. Louis,
Memphis and Baltimore. Before Tuesday's decision the consensus had franchises being
awarded to the Carolinas and
St. Louis. So St. Louis is emerging as the front runner for the
one reaming spot
Throughout the entire fran-

eam

^ lJy^k?
S i M r t s ^ u n ^® n f 1 . c h ® r d s o n
confident^f T
l ^
^
problems
*

r e a d

son

seal's

will be silver, blue and black,
M i k e Mc
Cormack has al^ - "amed the team's
mana er
b
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8
y Richard-

Tome g a m ^ a l

-ESKias 3t
aiiuiers ana the colors

expansion team

Lady Eagles spike Aggies,
collect third straight home win

1 , 1
„
'b6
-,1 j - j
made short work of the Aggies
The Winthrop University backfata
get them the referee made short work of
women's volleyball team won LeShonn^ P K
, J u n i 0 r S o m e f a n s w h o were trying to
12
SUPP0Tt the
two straight matches for the
1
Lady Eagles. The
first time this season and their kills and 14 digs and another enthusiastic fans came
USai
dd ck had
third straight home win by de- ninl°l » \ f ™ °
g r i p p e d with horns that they
68 10 ,ead b,6W a t t h e
feating North Carolina A&T thp T S V111?
team
on Oct. 26 and Augusta Oct. 21. c o S a * g e S m a 0 n e - S W C d
eret^„g)0win
a f
The Lady Eagles (7-21) dea free 6-foot
sub
from
Sub sSta— 1 1 urn OUD
ta'After the first game they tion II for the biggest organizafeated the Aggies (11-30) for
their second straight win by a didn't panic. They passed well tion present. The prize was
and played great defense," offered by Coach Cooke and he
score of 3-1.
Cooke said.
The Aggies won the first
said that at the next and final
Sophomore Kristy Conter home game on Nov. 2, against
game of the match 16-14 but
contributed
in
the
effort
with
the Lady Eagles took the next
USC Aiken the same contest
three games 15-6,15- 5 and 15- 10 kills and sophomore Erin will be held.
Prather had 38 assists.
3.
On Oct. 21, the Lady Eagles
The Lady Eagles had little s w e p t Z ^ S ^ f
"We let them back into the
Rouble
with
the
Aggies
after
uarsVo
first game," Head Coach Mark
Cooke said. "We let them hang the first game and senior Sa'If we play like we did toaround and come back, but they rah Lord was taken out to rest night in our next three conferup
for
the
next
three
confer[the Lady Eagles] picked themence games, we'll win," Coach
selves back up. I didn't tell ence games against Charles- Cooke said.
ton
Southern,
Radford
and
them anything, it was their
The team needs three conUNC Greensboro.
Pnde that got them back into
ference wins after going 0-6 so
While the Lady Eagles far in conference play.

by Pete Kallner

Staff Writer

ff the ground

Photo by Amy Powei!

inthrop attempts a return to an Augusta plaver last WP*Lie
y ag es defeated the Jaguars for their second home

tason just around corner

ten's basketball team ready to get started

w
by Brad Brvant
Bryant
*
w
I v U
^Midnight Madness." He said
Managing Editor
Last
year's
second
leading
it will be much like last year's
experiencing some severe mi•an Kenney and the Win- first practice and all students scorer LaShawn Coulter should
admission for the breakfast will
be ready to go for the preseason paines. Kenney said Napier be $3 for adults and $2 for chilmen's basketball team are invited.
has
been
able
to
treat
his
condren.
eady to get the 1993-94
The practice will be in aftergoingthrough orthoscopic dition with medication.
aign underway. And be- Peabody Gym and festivities knee surgery.
New women's head coach
Freshman Chad Si* -ie is
"Right now I'm about 80
o f a new NCAA ruling start around 11:30 p.m. with
still feeling some ill effects of a Robin Muller will make her
percent,"
Coulter
said.
"If
I
can
rill be able to start earlier the team arriving at midnight.
fall he took in a pick-up game debut Nov. 21 when the Lady
n previous years.
Kenney said there will be get it out of my head 111 be causing him to temporarily Eagles will host the Charlotte
Jlleges usually cannot door prizes, handouts and fine."
AAU team in an exhibition
lose some feeling in his legs.
Coulter also said he is planbasketball practice until games the students and playgame in the coliseum.
i, but due to a NCAA ers can participate in together. ning to participate in the "MidThe men's team will take
Upcoming
night Madness."
Oct. 13 t^ams can start
the court the next night in their
Besides the "Midnight first exhibition game also
•'ing Oct. 30. The rule is
Senior
Jamie
McVay
is
Hurting Eagles
>ermanent one and will
nursing a sprained ankle right Madness," some other events against the Charlotte AAU
Several Winthrop men's now and Kenney said he is day are coming up in Eagle bas- team.
i for this year.
players have suffered injuries to day.
ketball.
e Eagles will be wasting
Nov. 23 will be the first
and might be questionable for
On Nov. 6 the men's and Robin Muller Dan Kenney lunTie as they'll kickofftheir preseason practice.
Junior John Temple is havwomen's team will be partici- cheon. Both coaches will be
ing problems with his back.
with a midnight pracKenney said none of the
turday Oct. 30.
Junior Melvin Branham pating in the annual Pancake
injuries will sideline anybody has been struggling with some Breakfast. It will be from 9-11 available for questions from
iney is makingthe pracfor the season, but have been tendonitis in his knee anufresh- a.m. and the entire commu- anyone and the entire commu> an event and callingit little nagging things.
nity is invited. The luncheons
nity is invited. There will k« ~ u n 11 K A L - 1 J _ j rwrt
man Stsuo
1
1
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positive contributor to golf team
by Nikki Green

Staff Writer

—

Golf has been a part of
freshman, Donna Anderson,
life since she was 8-years-old.
Anderson, a pre-major, from
rlemmgton, New Jersey attends Winthrop on an out-ofstate waiver award.
The academic scholarship
requires Anderson to maintain
a 3.0 cumulative GPR.
Anderson said her goals
are to maintain a 3.0 and "be a
positive contributor to the golf
At Hunterdon Central
High School in New Jersey
Anderson played on an all guys
golf team.
Duringherjunioryearshe
helped lead the team to the
state championship.
By the time Anderson was
a senior she was awarded the
Hunterdon Central High
School Sportsmanship Award.
Anderson attended her
first college tournament in
Daytona Beach, Florida this
semester

—

—

*

*

*

t c

O ' •I

" / was nervous, being it was
my first college1 tournament.
»* 7
iiument.

tfin.m rnn-m
r»
.
— Golf
Golf team
member Donna
Anderson

I was nervous being it was
my first college tournament," her position on the golf team.
It makes mefeel good that
she said.
I can come in and have a posi^nderson, however, had tive effect on the team," she
additional tournament experi- said.
ence in high school.
The golf team will have
"This helped me prepare
torthetournamentin Daytona " their fourth tournament Nov.
6-7 in Edisto Island, S.C.
she said.
Anderson said the golf
Anderson said she was satisfied with the way the team team has been consistently improvingthroughoutthe semesand she played at the tourna- ter.
ment.
"I hope we improve within
"I think we have a real good
team this year and the poten- this coming tournament and
Place
tial to do well," Anderson said. said. in the top five,"Anderson
Anderson continues to conAnderson believes the golf
tribute to the golf team by "consistently playing ball and hav- team has the ability to accomplish many things this year.
ing a positive attitude."
" ' J i s confronting to know
Anderson feels good about
that the team and I share the
bemgon thegolfteam and finds
same goals - to succeed," she
continuous satisfaction with said.

Sports Briefs

•v.,"

'

Outamyway

Soccer
five seconds left.
The Winthrop Soccer team
The win was the first ever
picked up one win and one loss for the Eagles over UNCGolf
m last weekend's action.
Wilmington.
The Eagles gave Division
Pool
The Winthrop University
The Eagles overall record
one opponent Ken tucky every- now stands at 6-7-1.
Mon.-Thurs
women's golfteamfinishedfifth
thing it could handle, but came
The Eagles have one more in the James Madison Univerup one goal short in the 2-1 Big South match remaining sity Invitational at the Counloss.
when they travel to UNC- try Club of Stanton.
Wildcat midfielder Tim Asheville. Ifthe Eagles can beat
The Lady Eagles were led
Fisk scored the game winning the Bulldogs they clinch a spot by Leigh Crenshaw and
Sat.-Sun
goal with one minute and 54 in the BSC postseason tourna- Cathiyn Rheiner who tied for
seconds left in the match.
19th
and
finished
with
247s
ment.
The Eagles had tied the
Methodist College of
Weight Room
match in the first half when Tennis
Fayetteville, N.C. won the tour- Mon.-Thurs
nament.
Robbie Blake scored his team
Winthrop tennis player Ron
leading 14th goal of the seaOther Lady Eagle finishDavis
was
defeated
in
the
son on a header. He was asers were: Daneen Graham, 251 •
quarterfinals ofthe South Carosisted by Ian Cardey.
Kim Grade, 82 and Donna
lina Invitational.
Anderson, 90.
The goal in the last two
Davis recorded two wins
minutes was the second
straight game the Eagles had before falling to Scott Cotton of Other News
given up a late goal, but Georgia Tech 6-2, 6-1.
The Winthrop University
Davis got wins over James
against Kentucky it was very
Madison's Shawn White (6-0, Athletics Department is sponcostly.
soring
a float in the Nov. 20
Winthrop notched its sixth 6-2) and posted an impressive Rock Hill Christmas Parade.
win on the season by defeat- victory over the world's 12th For more information contact
ing non-region foe UNC- ranked junior player in Sven the Athletics Department at
Kohler from Duke University
Wilmington 4-1.
323-2129.
In the match, Blake scored
two first half goals to stake
the Eagles to a 2-0 halftime
advantage.
Winthrop got second half
foalsfromTim Dean and Mike
Charlotte's First Multi-Cultural Wedding Expo M0 A
tohnston to put the game out
Saturday, October 30,1993
freach.
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Eagle goalie Chad Liddle
Charlotte International Trade Center
ad a shutout until Seahawk
200 N. College Street
layer Joel Myers scored with
(704)376-9476

Photo by Rob Ouzts

Peabody RecreationafFacilities
Noon-1 p.m.
4:30-5:30 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
Noon 1 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
3-5 p.m.

Noon-2 p.m
3-9 p.m.
Noon-2 p.m
3-4 p.m

Lap Swim
Rec.Swim
Rec.Swim
Lap Swim
Rec.Swim
Rec.Swim

Fac./Staff
Students
Fac./Stafl
Students

STUDENTS, FACULTY &STAF

CLEANING

M. MyJUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS

I 0 4 5 CAMDE

indigo

©

£

moon

ccindlas*gift5
f«coa/rp»t-sAi/7-ts
clothing
•hats,
cards'sticHars
1027 Oakland qua.
iQahind TamsJ
328-900}

.J
*1

Phidippides S p o " s " n t e 7 1
"Footwear and Apparel
for the Active Family"

10% Off Any One
Regular Price Item

1803) 328-5959
• • • • B a a

a

B

a

a

•
|

!
1

.Phidippides Sports
wpv»i is Center
uenier •
Gallerla Mall
•
J o c k Hill, SC 29730
*
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Multicultural music

Percussion concert
to include works
of South America

Hard at work
Nicia Feldman, Steven Dumpert. Dan Woods rehearse 'Baltimore Waltz' wl

Literary group to volunteer locally

by Danny G. Huey
Special to the Johnsonian
While cultivating creativity on campus, the Winthrop
Literary Society is beginning
to see the need to broaden its
mission in the community.
Society president, Amy
Sullivan, is interested in havingthe club work with the York
County Literacy Program on
its illiteracy campaign as part
of the Society's outreach concept.
Sullivan said formal discussion of this idea has not
been conducted at any meetings, although interest is
shared among members.
Sullivan, whose father, English Department Chair Will-

iam Sullivan, has served as an
inspiration for her through his
tutoring of an illiterate man
named Willie, said, "We are
the ones who knowhow to read,
and we should want to teach
others how."
At this point, Sullivan is
unsure where the funding for
this project would come from
and what other contributions
could be made by the Society.
According to Kathy Stepp,
director of the Adult Education Center in Lancaster, recruiting adult education tutors
on campus and sponsoring advertising for area illiteracy organizations are two possible
contributions the Literaiy Society could make.

Monetary contributions
would probably be more difficult for college students to provide because of school expanses,
Stepp said.
The Society currently holds
writing workshops and literature presentations which benefit other citizens of the Rock
Hill area.
Kim Boykin, a mother of
two, uses the Society workshops as a way to critique her
future novel, Winthrop professor and Literary Society advisor, Donna Massey, said.
Ifyouareinterestedin joining the Literary Society, the
only prerequisites for membership are a love of literature and
learning.

Campus art

Visitors have less than a
week to drop in to see the current showing of interior design
students' work in the McLaurin
Student Gallery which ends
Nov. 4.
Through Nov. 21, the "New
Craft/New Art" and "Folk and
Traditional Arts of Asia" exhibits can be seen in the Rutledge Galleries which are open
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Sun., 1-4:30 p.m.
Hours for the McLaurin
Student Gallery are Mon.-Fri.,
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

by Rachael Sea If
Fine Arts Editor
Inspired by the cultures of
India, Africa and South
America, Thursday nighfs concert at 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium by the Winthrop Percussion Ensemble will satisfy
the musician, anthropologist
and sociologist in all of us.
Under the direction of Dr.
Michael Williams, professor of
percussion, the Ensemble is set
to perform a collection ofworks
constituting a "global,
multicultural mix," Williams
said.
The first piece on the program will be "Piru Bole," an
Indian flavored number by
John Bergamo named for the
syllabic recitation occurring
that correlates to the striking
of drums
Next will be Four Movements for Percussion Quartet
by Michael Udow. With provocative titles as "Shake,"
"Scrape," "Rub" and "Strike,"
the movements are named for
the manner in which the featured instruments—maracas,
guiros, sandpaper blocks and

handclappers— are played.
"Millet Music"by Matthew
Davidson wastranscribedfrom
the sounds women of Benin
near Nigeria produce while
"pounding grain with mortar
and pestals," Williams said.
The Ensemble will perform
the final group of traditional
Mexican and Guatemalan
pieces ("Maryen," "Regalito di
amore," "Chi chi castenango"
and"Guatemalabella")by various composers while "trying to
approximate authentic Guatemalan style with three people
on one instrument," Williams
said.
The concert on Thursday
will mark the first public performance using the music
department's new marimba
which was purchased with a
grant awarded by the Presser
Foundation, Williams said.
And with an anticipated
time of less than an hour, the
concert will not cause anyone
to miss any pre-Halloween
festivities, Williams added.
This performance of the
Percussion Ensemble is a cultural event.

Arts Quiz

How comprehensive is a liberal arts education? Test your
knowledge with this quiz to find out.
1.Beethoven's 9th Symphony
also is known as his
(a) "Pastoral Symphony"
(b) "Choral Symphony"
(c) "Symphony on a theme
ofPaganini"
2. Giotto di Bondone was a
famous
(a) 14th century Italian
painter
(b) psychoanalyst to the
stars
(c) opera singer
3. T o Kill a Mockingbird'
was written by
(a) Geddy Lee
(b) Peggy Lee
(c) Harper Lee

4. Ren6 Descartes'
philosphy states
(a) "To do is to be."
(b) "To be is to do."
(c) "Doobee doobee do."
5. What kind offruit were
the Golden Apples of
ancient Greece?
(a) pears
(b) pomegranates
(c) apricots
6. What is the capital
of China?
(a) Beijing
(b) Hong Kong
(c) Chinatown

Aud. C u l t u r a l E v e n t .
Tues., Nov. 2
•"Brigadoon" a u d i t i o n s .
Dance a n d voice: 6-8 p.m.
Acting; 8-10p.m. J o h n s o n .
MOXL, N O V . 1

Tuba anyone?
Photo by Rob Ouzts
Jonathan Brady tunes up for his brass quintet class.

•"Brigadoon" auditions, Misc.
Dance a n d voice: 6-8 p.m. • E d i t o r s of T h e AntholActing: 8-10 p.m. J o h n s o n . ogy a r e a c c e p t i n g s u b m i s s i o n s t h r o u g h D e c . 8.
• 8 p.m. Lecture/recital. "Af- B r i n g w o r k s by t h e office
r i c a n T a l k i n g D r u m s , " in B a n c r o f t o r s e n d t o box
Adebisi Adeleke. T i l l m a n 6875. F o r Info: e x t . 3577.
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By E.B.Kay

ON THE ROAD

nKS7>ftu-AC,uN

EVA, WHA-t COKJUK 15 THE
I HAVje ONL-f
QUE ST I ON TO * SK YOU. • • SKV ON VOUf? P U A t f e f
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SecoNDuW , Vou p o t UNOEPWEAR
ON VOVJR HEAP UNDERWEAR

SHUT U P /
E f t f W INVITE"
^fouR FRIENDS FOR A, RIDE

L

CABBAGES

Remember, he is your future boss. Appeare professional at all

By Pete Kaliner

Mggnum

Cartoonists...

4 looses

This space could be yours!
The Johnsonian will publish
student cartoon strips that are in
good taste. To get more
information, call The Johnsonian
office at ext. 3419 or come by the
office in the basement of Bancroft.

•//^c>n

i

Weekly Crossword
" Sports & Leisure Trivia"
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' E NOT RECYCUNG
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The Johnsonian
is recyclable!
SPORTS AND LEISURE TRIVIA
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ACROSS
Greg Norman's sport
Found the sum
Superlative endings
Capital of Western
Samoa
15 N.Y.'s Governor
16 Proof reader's word
17 Expensive pipe
19 Edible root
20 Sea eagle
21 "
For Life"
22 Roma's country
24 Talks disrespectfully
26 Legislative branch
28 "
of March"
30 Bachelor, e.g.:2 Wds.
33 Floating platforms
36 Fruits of the apple
family
38 Mimic
39 4840 square yards
40 Van Gogh locale
41 Tiny bit
42 Observe
43 Smile scornfully
44 Belief
45 Chair
47 Jazz singing
49 Meager
51 "
, one vote"
55 Train performance^
words
57 Oaf
59 Exist
60 Mr. Axton
61 Gives you the ups and
downs
64 African river
65 Entire
66 Oklahoma city
67 Prospectors'finds
68 French river
69 Poor grades

B

y Gerry Frey

1
5
10
14

DOWN

1 Competitive pastimes
2 Musical drama
3 Legal claims

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23
25
27
29
31
32
33
34
35
37
40
41

Distant
Indict
Unintelligent murmurs
Adores:Var.
Ostrich relative
Blocking game
Manor
Chess term
Ms. Garr
Greek portico
Winter vehicles
Colors
Location
Messrs. Fudd &
Gantry
Binges
Footless
Jules Vemes captain
Coarse file
Maple genus
Swimming event
Madrid cheer
Indy 500 star
Comedian Johnson

© 1993 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

43
44
46
48
50
52
53
54
55
56
58
62
63

Thailand predecessor
Poem division
Treats insultingly
Link together
Excite
Pine tree State
Mr. Palmer
Necessities
Disappointing words
Pinot
:Wine_
Bridge czar
Rosalyn to her friends
Guided
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WINTHROP CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

H E L P WANTED

2bedroom townhouses 1
1/2 baths, fully equippe
kitchen, swimming pool
and on-site laundry
room. $425 /month, water and cable TV included. Locatedat Foxfire
Apartments on Ebenezer
Road. Call 366-4000 for
information.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn
$2000-1monthly.
Summer / holidays /
full time. World travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop
Sales, Deck Hands,
Casino Workers , etc.
No
experience
necessary. CALL 602680-4647, Ext. C147.

Student Housing Available — $275 per month.
Includes utilities, pool,
telephone service. For
more information call the
Rock Hill Inn at329-2100
and ask for Mike.
FUNDRAISERS
Greeks & Clubs
Raise up to $1,000 in
justone week! For your
fraternity, sorority &
club. Plus $1,000 for
yourself! And a Free tshirtjust for calling. 1800-932-0528 ext. 75
SERVICES
Sell o r advertise
in The Johnsonian
each and every
week.
Johnsoniani

\
S t u d e n t Classified
R a t e s : 1st 25
words...$1.20 for
s t u d e n t s +60 cents
e a c h additional 10
words.
(Call for off-campus
rates at 323-3419.)

TIMEOUT NEEDS
A PART-TIME
WAITRESS. APPLY
FROM 1-5 IN
PERSON ONLY.
131S. HERLONG
OPPORTUNITIES
EARN $500 or more
weekly
stuffing
envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to:
Country
Living
Shoppers, Dept. D8,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
To do my exam for
"Estrakician", (sun
care specialist) for the
South Carolina state
board, I need a female
model on Monday Nov.
8,1993 to go with me
to Columbia. We have
to leave Rock Hill at
7am. Please call me at
548-4311 for further
information and
payment conditions.
Earn up to $500 00
weedly stuffing
envelopes. Send selfaddressed envelope to
The H.D. White Group
P.O.Box 56391
Atlanta, GA 30343

This Week
at Winthrop

THURSDAY
•Forum on changes in the Roddey-McMillan Record,
6:30 p.m., fourth floor Withers
•MBA lecture, 7 p.m., Kinard Aud.
•Winthrop Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., Tillman
Aud.
FRIDAY
•Board of Trustees meeting, 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.,
•Soccer vs. Davidson College, 3 p.m.
•Comedian Margaret Cho, 8 p.m., Tillman Aud., Cost
is $1 w/ID, $2 without
SATURDAY
•Comedian Killer Beaz, 8 p.m., Tillman Aud., $1 w/
ID, $2 without

KSMGNMHRMAim
Largast Library of Information in U.S.
19,27$ TOflCS - ALL SUBJECTS
Ofder Catalog Today witfi Visa/MC Of COD

800-351-0222

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. 1206-A. Los Angles, CA 90025

(

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS'
Raise as Much a t You
Want In One Week!
$100...$600...$1500!

T

BE A ^
HERO
Be A Teacher

eachers have the power to wake up
young minds—to make a difference.
Reach for that power. Be a teacher.

Market Applications for the
hottest credit card ever NEW CM MASTERCARD.
Usere earn BIG DISCOUNTS
on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE
T-SHIRT &'94 CMC JIMMY.
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

To find out how to become a
teacher, call 1-800-45-TEACH.
RacruHing New Teactwre.

CuCturaC'Events
Oct.
28
28-30

Time
8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Nov.1

2:30 p.m.

1

8 p.m.

Event
Winthrop Percussion Ensemble
Winthrop Theatre Production,
"Baltimore Waltz," admission:
students $2.50, public $5
Lecture, "Children in Crisis,"
Bernardine Dohm
Lecture-recital, "Africal Talking
Drums," Adebisi Adeleke

Place
Tillman Aud.
Johnson
Studio
Theatre
Dini'ins Aud.
Tillman Aud.

JOB FIND
Division of Student Life —Career Services

Warehouse. 6-11 p.m. .$8.50/hour.
Night auditor. 11 p.m. - 7 a.m. two nights
per week. $5.50/hour.
Administrative assistant. Flexible hours.
$5.50 - 6/hour.
Cook/Food prep/Cashier, llhrs. per
week. $4.50/hour.
Day Care teaching assistant. 2-6 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. $4.25/hour.
Merchandiser. 16 hrs. per week. $6/hour.
Security officers. 3 p.m. - midnight or 11
p.m. - 7 a.m. $5-6/hour.
Child care. 2:30-6 p.m. Tues-Fri. $45/
week.
Yard work. Flexible salary. Negotiable
salary.
Distribution. Wed. 4-12 a.m. $8/hour.
Constructio work. 50 hrs. per week.

Salary negotiabl. DOE.
Child care. Mon-Fri. 2:30 - 7 p.m. Salary
negotiaable.
Chauffeur. 10 hrs. per week. Negotiable
salary
Credit clerk. Flexible hours. $6/hour.
Hostess. Flexible hours. $5/hour.
Nanny. 1 - 7 p.m. Mon-Wed. $5/hour.
Host/Hostess. 15-20hre. per week. $4.25/
hour.
Waitstaff. Flexible hours. $3.75/hour plus
tips.
Front desk. Flexible hours. $5.50/hour.
Maintenance. 12-16 hrs. per week. $5.50/
hour.
Cashier. Flexible hours $4.25/hour.
Data entry. 4-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri. $6.5Q/hour.

Complete information on these job listings is available at Career Services, across from Tillman.
If one of the above listings is not on the job board, it means that the job has been filled.
Part time jobs fill rapidly, so check the board weekly for current listings.

Interested in a Spring or
Summer Co-op?
Attend £[}£ of the following Co-op
Fact Meetings:

Support
our local
advertisers!

•Wed., Nov. 1 0 , 2 p.m., 220 Dinkins
•Wed., Nov. 17,10 a.m., 220 Dinkins
Attendance at one of these meetings is required to apply
for a Co-op. To register, call Career Services at ext. 2141
or come by the office across from Tillman.

Staff positions available!
All writers
•Ad r e p s
Photographers
•Sports e d i t o r

